
Automatic Car Phone Holder Vention KCOB0 with Suction Cup Bl Ref: 6922794764866
Automatic Car Phone Holder Vention KCOB0 with Suction Cup Black

Automatic car holder for phone with suction cup Vention KCOB0 (black).
Now you can enjoy a smooth and safe ride with your phone always at hand. The automatic car holder allows you to adjust the length of
the arm and the angle, allowing you to adjust the position of your phone to suit your needs. The sturdy suction cup will ensure that your
phone is held securely and stably, regardless of the conditions on the road. It is compatible with devices with a screen diagonal of 4.7 to
7.2 inches.
 
Tailored to fit your needs
Adjust the position of your smartphone to your preference. Adjustable arm length from 109.4mm to 161.9mm gives you control over the
position of  your smartphone.  You can also freely adjust  the tilt  angle,  giving you perfect  visibility,  independent of  the lighting or  your
position in the car.
 
Reliable in any situation
Now you can focus on the road without worrying about the safety of your device. The solid suction cup is a guarantee that your phone
stays securely in place, even during dynamic driving or sudden braking. Thanks to the auto-close mechanism, you can easily and safely
place your smartphone in the holder with one hand.
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Thoughtful design
The  Vention  holder  is  equipped  with  anti-slip  features  that  effectively  protect  your  smartphone  from  scratches  and  vibrations  while
driving,  guaranteeing maximum safety for  your smartphone.  The accessory also allows you to charge your phone seamlessly,  without
having to remove it from the holder.
 
	Manufacturer
	Vention
	Color
	Black
	Material
	ABS + silicone
	Compatibility
	Smartphones with a screen diagonal of 4.7"-7.2"
	Installation place
	Windshield, dashboard
	Minimum arm length
	109.4 mm
	Maximum arm length
	161.9 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 9.4956

Agora: € 8.79

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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